X-rays from M33 and Arp 220
1

The s ien e

1.1

Questions

Question: what is the typi al population of X-ray
sour es in a galaxy?
 Question: Are ertain types of sour es asso iated
with ertain regions?
 Question: Where is the hot gas in galaxies?
 Question: What is the sour e of di use X-ray emission in galaxies?



1.2

Pro esses

X-rays from stellar pro esses ( orona, et ): too faint
 X-rays from re ombining photoionized or sho ked
gas
 X-rays from thermal bremss. and syn hrotron - hot
gas
 X-rays from a retion sour es: WD binaries, CVs
 X-rays from a retion sour es: HMXBs, LMXBs
 X-rays from AGN


1.3

Binaries

NS LMXBs: evolved, old systems; Porb = min to
days Disk plus boundary layer or (Fabian-Ross) Comptonrepro essed power law.
 NS HMXBs: High mass ompanion: asso iated with
re ent star formation, short lived. Wind driven
 High L NS HMXBs: disk powered ases
 BH LMXBs
 BH HMXBs


1.4

Extended emission

Superwinds: X-rays from interior of bubble or from
intera tion with IGM?
 Correlation with H-alpha
 Mergers: star formation in tidal remnants?


2

X-ray data analysis

2.1

X-ray CCD analysis

CCD redu tions: darks, bias, at eld, bad pixels,
osmi rays, sky subtra tion
 X-ray CCD spe ial fun: event dete tion, pileup, grade
sele tion, energy measurement
 Aspe t solution; BI/FI hips; Spe tral analysis


2.2

The Fundamental Equation of X-ray Astronomy
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Convert from dete tor hannel p to energy E using
response matrix R (spe tral equiv. of PSF).
 Problem: R is not diagonal - annot invert uniquely
 Problem: A, R depend on position on hip
 Problem: Teles ope is moving! Sour e smeared
 `Aspe t solution' means ; Æ , roll angle versus time
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Approa h: al ulate mean spatial alibration
 Then forward fold spe tral alibration
 Always work in ount spa e, retain Poisson statisti s


